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BY FACSIMILE 

Gene Terland, State Director 
Bureau ofLand Management 
Montana State Office 
5001 Southgate Drive 
Billings, Montana 59101-4669 
406 896-5000 
Fax: 406 896-5292 

RE: PROTEST OF MONTANA BLM MARCH 27,2007, LEASE SALE OF 52 PARCELS THAT 
iNCLUDE WITH SOME DUPLICATION: 135 PARCELS THAT INCLUDE LANDS THAT 
COULD SiGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE CLASS 1 BLUE-RIBBON FISHERIES IN CLARK 
CANYON RESERVOIR AND TEE BEAVERHEAD RIVER BELOW CLARK CANYON 
REsERVOm; AND 210 PARCELS IN THE USFS WHITE VINE RIDGE AREA FWP 
BUNTING DISTRICT 300 THAT COULD SIGNifICANTLY IMPACT ELK AND MULE 
DEER AND BIG GAME HUNTING OPPORTUNiTIES; 320 PARCELS IN CARTER COUNTY 
THAT CONTAIN 4 PARCELS OR ARE WITHIN 3 MILES 16 PARCELS OF ACTIVE SAGE 
GROUSE LEKS; AND 410 PARCELS THAT WILL BE iNCLUDEDIN MILES CITY, 
MALTA, AND BUTTE RMPs CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT, AND IN WHICH MAY 
OCCUR ADVERSE IMPACTS TO FISH AND WILDLIFE IF DRILLING IS APPROVED AND 
BEGINS BEFORE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING TO PREVENT FISH AND WILDLIFE 
iMPACTS CAN BE DEVELOPED IN THE RMPS. 

INTRODUCTION 
On behalf of the Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Parinership hereinafter referred to as ‘IRCP" or 
"Protester", I respectfullyprotest the iflclusion of the 52 proposed lease sale parcels listcd below, 
inoluding 35 parcels in the Ecaverhead Corridor; 7 parcels in the White Pine Ridge Area; 20 parcels in 
Carter County and 10 parcels in areas covered by the Miles City, Malta, and Butte Resource 
Management Plans, administeredby the Bureau of Land Management "BLM" or the JSDA Forest 
Service USFS within the state ofMontana and request that these parcels be withdrawn from the March 
27,2007, lease sale. This protest is filed pursuant to 43 C.F.R. § 4.450-2 and 3120.1-3. 

Protested Lease Sale Parcels
 
MT-03-07-0l; MT-03-0702; MT-03-07-03; MT-03-07-04; MT-03-07.05; MT03-O7-06; MT-03-07-07;
 
MT-03-07Q8; Mt-03-07-10; MT-03-07-l1; MT-03-0742; MT-03-07-13; MT03-0744;MT-03-07-15;
 
MT-03-07-16; MT03-07-17; MT-03-07-18; MT-03-07-19; MT-03-07-20; MT-03-07-21; MT-03-09-22;
 
MT-03-07-23; Mr-03-07-24; MT-03-07-25; MT.03-07-26; MT-03-07-27; MT-03-07-28; MT-03-07-29;
 
MT-03-07-30; MT-03-07-31; MT-03-07.32; MT-03-07-33; MT-03-07-34; MT-03-07-35; MT-03-07-36;
 
MT-03-07-37; MT-03-07-38; MT-03-07-39; MT-03-07-40; MT-03-07-41; MT-03-07-42; MT-03-07-43,
 
MT-03-07-44; MT-03-07-45; MT-03-07-46; MT-03-07-47; MT-03-07-48; MT-03-07-50; MT-03-07-5 1;
 
MT-03-07-52; MT-03-07-53; MT-03-07-54.
 

eaverhead Comdor
 
The ELM proposes to offer at the scheduled March 27, 2007 Competitive Oil & Gas Lease Sale certain
 
parcels located in numerous BLM Resource Areas. TI&CP protests the nomination and leasing of the
 
following 35 parcels constituting the area commonly refezred to as the Beaverhead River Corridor,
 
including both Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead lUver below Clark Canyon Reservoir: MT
 
03-07-07; MT-03-07-08; MT-03-09-07; MT-03-07-10; MT-03-07-11; MT-03-07-12;MT-03-07-13;MT.
 
03-07-14; MT-03-07-15: MT-03-07-16; MT-03-07-17; MT-03-07-18; MT-03-07-19; MT-03-07-26; MT
 
03-07-27; MT-03-07-28; MT-03-07-20; MT-03-07-30; MT-03-07-31; MT-03-07-32: MT-03-07-33; MT
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03-07-34; MT-03-07-35; MT-03-07-36; MT-03-07-37; MT-03-07-38; Mr-03-07-39; MT-03-0740; MI
03-07-41; MT-03-07-42; MI-03-07-43; MT-03-07-44; Mt43-07.45; MT-03-07-46; and MT-03-07-47. 

Both Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead River below the reservoir are classified as Class I Blue
Ribbon trout fisheries, the highest classification affordedMontana lakes and streams by Montana 
Department of Fish. Wildlife and Parks FWP. Each year thousands of anglers visit from other nations, 
across the United States and within Montana to experience these world-class Blue Ribbon trout fisheries. 
The Beaverhead River produces some of the largest frout particularly brown trout, in Montana. 

Leasing of these 35 parcels would irretrievably and unlawfluly conimit these priceless Montana waters to 
oil and gas development with a high lilcelthood that most or all Blue Ribbon fishery values would be lost 
in both Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead River: 

*	 Leases MT-13-07-07; MT-03-07-O8; MT-03-07-33; and MT-03-07-37 should have the added 
protection of CSU 12-4 to protect,the quality of the world-class, Blue Ribbon trout fishing 
experience. 

*	 The most recent Resource Management Plan RMP that includes these 35 disputed parcels fails 
to address the impacts of drilling for oil, gas or coalbed natural gas on fish and wildlife resources 
in Clark Canyon Reservoir or the Beaverhead River. 

*	 The environmental consequences of the kind of drilling deep or shallow gas or coalbed natural 
gas has not been identified or evaluated by ELM, and as a result PWP has been unable to 
accurately assess most likely impacts of drilling on the fish and wildlife resources or hunting and 
fishing opportunities in the Beaverhead Corridor or the disputed parcels. 

*	 Stipi.ilations and conditions-of-approval are not adequate to protect and manage reservoir and 
river fisheries subjected to lateral inflow of poor quality or contaminated water incidental to 
drilling, and have a history of being waived in many BLM field offices. 

*	 Because BLM has failed to state howthe comprehensive management of public lands with 
drilling will support FWP objectives for trout populations in Clark Canyon Reservoir and the 
Beaverhead River, it is highly likely leasing and subsequent surfice development and road 
construction will render these waters unsuitable for management of the current Class 1 Blue 
Ribbon trout fisheries. 

*	 ELM has not conducted new on-the-ground inventories or environmental analysis required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §432l eg seq. NEPA and the Federal Lands 
Policy and Management Act, 43 U.S.C. §1701 et seq. FLPMA. 

*	 Accordingly, including the disputed parcels in the upcoming lease sale violates federal law. 

Therefore, Protesters request that the BLM withdraw these parcels from leasing until the agency has fully 
complied with applicable law. 

USEJ WhitePine Ridge Ar 
The BLMproposes to offer at the scheduled March 27, 2007 Competitive Oil & Gas Lease Sale certain 
parcels located in numerous BLM Resource Areas. TRCP protests the nomination and leasing of the 
following 7 parcels constituting the area referred to as the USFS White Pine Ridge Area: MT-03-07-20; 
MT-03-07-21; MT-03-09-22; ?vfT-03-07-23; MT-03-07-24; MT-03-07-25; and.MT-03-07-48, These 
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leases represent the third consecutive sale offering leases in Hunting District 300 since lease activity
began in November 2006. 

The disputed leaseparcels are being offeredunder an underlying leasing decision that is based upon the 
1995 Final EIS for Oil & Gas Leasing on the Beaverhead National Forest 1995 EIS. The information 
and data contained in the HIS and the opportunity for public comment is over 12 years old. Many
changes come to that petroleum-economy that drives new exploration and development. ThIs is expressed
in the Draft £18 for the Beaverhead-DecriodgeRevised Forest Plan, which states: "With the current all 
time high in oil & gas prices, we may see a renewed interest in leasing on the Forest. Certainly, any
discovery in southwest Montana, whether on public or private land, would result in more leases and likely 
Applications for Permits to Drill APDs." DEIS Chapter 3,391 The 1995 EIS analysis and the 
stipulations derived from it are bused upon the economic reality and reasonable foreseeable development 
scenario from 1995. As the USFS recognizes in their DEIS, this reality has changed. If the BLMinsists 
on leasing these parcels befire the completion of the revised planand as FWP points out an updated 
reasonable foreseeable development scenario, then the entire 1995 analysis needs to be supplemented to 
reflect this changed circumstance, as required by NEPA supplemental analysis requirement. 

Parcels 03-07-48; 03-07-24; and 03-07-25 arc immediately adjacent to roadless areas recently identified 
by Governor Brian Schweitzer’s Roadless Area Task Force. In addition, the information provided by the 
BLM does not reflect crucial elk winter range in portions of five leases, specifically those portions of 
seotion 3 and 5, T14S, R9W of lease 03-07-20; all of lease 03-07-21; those portions ofsections 11 and 
15, TI4S, R9W of lease 03-07-23; afl of lease 03-07-25; and sections 12, 13 and 24, T14S, R1OW of 
lease 03-0748. The impacts of road construction and motor vehicle activity on elk habitat, population 
distribution, and hutr success are well inov from more than 30 years of field studies conducted in 
western states by state fish and wildlife agencies, the USDA Forest Service, and universities, and are 
presented below in Roads and Elk Habitat, Vulnerability and Security. While many of these studies 
investigated the impacts ofroads and vehicle use in logging areas, the results apply also to other 
developments in which road construction andheavy vehicle traffic are predicted. 

The intensity of oil and gas leasing activity within the Litna Peaks area, and the extreme variability of 
both the terrain and wildlife values that. arc found throughout the Linia Peaks area make con,nienthg on 
these leases very difficult. Significant and new information leads us to believe that big game winter range 
in this area needs to be better refined. Further complicating the lease assessment is the fact that the 
Beaverhead National Forest Management Plan has not yet been finalized Upon review, it is apparent that 
the mineral leasing portion of this management planwas not adequatelyaddressed during the planning 
process. 

TRCP believes that due to the need for defining crucial winter range habitat formule deer and elk big 
game, the need fot revising and or completing the Beaverhead National Forest Plan7 and the proximity to 
identified inventoried roadless areas, an Environmental Analysis EA ifnot a full Environmental Impact
Statement EIS should be completed and accompany these proposed actions. More information is 
presented below in Crucial Winter Ranges and Migration Routes. As such, we protest the nomination 
and leasing of BLM parcels MT-03-07-20; MT-03-07-2 1; MT-03-07-22; MT-03-07-22; MT-03-07-23;
MT-03-07-24; MT-03-07-25; and MT-03-07-48, and request that their leasing should be deferred until 
such time as the USFS completes it’s Beaverhead National Forest Plan and unul an EA or EIS is 
completed. 

Furthermore, we request that no additional parcels in the National Forest System in this area be leased 
until the Management Plan adequately addresses mineral leasing anddevelopment, and also until new and 
significant big game winter range information can be incorporated into the Beaverhead National Forest 
Management Plan. In addition, because of the sensitive nature ofthis area we recommend that aNSO 
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stipulation be applied to all future leases in this arca. Winter elk distribution data supporting the crucial 
nature of these leases is available from the Dillon FWP office. 

*	 Leasing of these 7 parcels would irretrievably and unlawfully commit these priceless Montana 
wildiands to oil and gas development. 

.	 The most recent RMP that includes these 7 disputed parcels fails to address the impacts of drilling
for oil, gas or coalbed natural gas on fish and wildlife resources in the USFS administered White 
Pine Ridge Area. 

*	 The environmental consequences of the kind ofdrilling deep or shallow gas or coalbed natural 
gas have not been identified and evaluated by BLM andas a result, FWP has been unable to 
accurately assess most likely impacts of drilling on the fish and wildlife resources or hunting and 
fishing opportunities in the USFS White Pine Ridge Area or the disputed parcels. 

*	 Because BLM has failed to state how the comprehensive management ofpublic lands and 
National Forest System lands with drilling will support FWP objectives for mule deer and elk, it 
is highly likely leasing and subsequent surface development and road construction will render 
these lands unsuitable formanagement ofthe current high quality public bunting. 

*	 BLM has not conducted new on-the-ground inventories or environmental analysis required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §432l etseq. NEPA arid the Federal Lands 
Policy and Management Act, 43 U.S.C. §l70l etseq. FLPMA. 

*	 Accordingly, including the disputed parcels in the upcoming lease sale violates federal law. 

Parcels Under or Adjacent to Sage Grouse Leks 
In 2005, the State Director ofthe BLM signed the Management Plan and ConservationStrategies for Sage 
Grouse in Montana. The overall goal of this document is for cooperators to implement strategies that 
"Provide for the long-term conservation and enhancement of the sagebrush steppe’mixed-gmass prairie 
complex within Montana in a manner that supports sage grousearid a healthy diversity and abundance of 
wildlife species and humanuses". Specifically, the document cites Policy Act BLM 6840, "[BLM State 
directors, usually in cooperation with state wildlife agencies, may designate sensitive species. BLM shall 
carry out management, consistent with the principles ofmultiple use, for the conservation of sensitive 
species arid their habitats and shall ensure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out do not contribute 
to the need to list any of these species as T&E". 

Currently, there are regional concerns about the overall status ofsage grouse, and recent research 
indicates that, at a minimum, any energy development within 1 mile of an active sage grouse lek 
has adverse impacts onsage grouse populations, even when ¼ mile no-surihce-occupaney NSO 
and 2.mile seasonal timing stipulations are applied. There is still considerableresearch that 
needs to occur in order to better define bow development should occur in order to avoid impacts 
to sage grouse. TRCP believes that, considering the status ofsage grouse, the results ofrecent 
research, the additional research that is needed to avoid addition impacts related to energy 
development, and agreement between FWP and BLM to cooperate through the Montana 
Management Plan fbr Sage Grouse, a conservative approach to leasing and development near 
Sage Grouse leks is warranted. We believe that leasing minerals within a 1-mile radius of active 
sage grouse lek at this time is not appropriate, and that leases should at minimum require a no 
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suite occupancy for a 1-mile radius around active kits and a 3-mile radius, March 1 to June 30
seasonal timing stipulation. 

Accordingly, TRCP protests thenomination and leasingof ELM Parcels MT-03-07-02; MT-03-07-07; 
MT-03-07.26; 1fl-O3-O’7.27; MT-03-07-28; MT-03-07-29; MT-03-07-30; MT-03-07-3 1; MT-03-07-33;
MT-03-07-34; MT-03-07-35; M’1’-03-07-36; MT-03-07-37; MT-03-07-40; MT-03-07-43; MT-03-07-50; 
MT-03-07-51; MT-03-07-52; MT-03-07-53; MT-03-07-54. Parcels in bold have active sage grouse ida 
within the parcel. 

These referenced leases all occur within a 2-mile radius ofactive sage grouse it. TRCP asserts that the 
leasing ofall of these parcels should be deferred until range wide populations ofsage grouse
have increased to the degree that the species is no longer considered sensitive and until 
additional research is conducted to help define how development should occur near active sage 
grouse leks. Also, any fUture nominations to lease minerals within a 1-mile radius ofactive sage 
grouse lek should be deferred, and if there should be a minimum requirement thr no surface 
occupancy for a 1-mile radius around active leks and a 3-mile, March 1 to June 30 seasonal 
timing stipulation. These nominations should be delbrred until range wide populations ofsage 
grouse have increasedto the degree that the species is no longer considered sensitive and 
additional research is conducted to help define how development should occur near active sage 
grouse leks.. 

Qthn RMP Areas 
BLM in cooperation with parthers and the public is currently developing the Miles City, Malta, and Butte 
RMPs. These RMPs will establish guidance, objectives, policies, and management actions for public 
lands administered by the affected BLM Field Offices fir the next 10 to 15 years. These documents 
describe broad, multiple-use guidance for managing public land and mineral estates administered by BLM 
and provide broad guidance for potential impacts to fish arid wildlife through an environmental impact 
statement. TRCP contends that any mineral leases that occur in these areas where planning is not yet 
completed would be premature and counterproductive, and would not afford the use of the latest 
information andguidance concerning potential impacts to fish and wildlife and their habitat 

Because ofthe concerns apressed above, TRCP protests the nominationand leasing ofBLM parcels 
MT-03-07-O 1; MT-03-07-03; MT-03-07-04; MT-03-07-O5; M’l’-03-07-06; MT-03-07-50; MT-03-07-5 1; 
MT-03-07-52; MT-03-07-53; and MT-03-07-54 and request that their leasing should be deferred until 
such time as the ELM RMP planning process for these areas ia completed. Furthermore, TRCP believes 
that all future nominations of parcels that fall within these RIVIP areas should also be deferred until such 
dine as the RMP planning process has been completed for these areas. TRCP also believes that, 
following our fUture review ofall RMPs, there could be a need to revise other land-use plans based on the 
increasing number and frequency of lease sales that arc occurring in lIMPs where mineral extraction 
activities might not have been included in the foreseeable future at the time the lIMP was developed. 

PROTESTER 
A. Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership 
The Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership is a national non-profit conservation organization 
501 -3c that is dedicated to guaranteeing every American places to hunt or fish. TRCP accomplishes its 
goal through three areas of concern, access to public lands, funding fornatural rt%ource agencies, and 
conservation of fish and wildlife habitat. ThCP has formed, with various parmirs, a Fish, Wildlife, and 
Enerr Working Group, which is comprised of some of the country’s oldest and most respected hunting, 
fishing, and conservation organizations. 
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TRCP is working hard to ensure that the development of oil and gas resources on public lands in the 
Rocky Mountains is balanced with the needs of fish and wildlife resources. It is of great concern that the 
rapid pace of energy devdoprnent has precluded the BLM from managing wildlife and fish resources for 
the future. We are especially concerned with the fate of mule deer, el]ç sage grouse, and trout and other 
desirable fish species and the recreational opportunities theyprovide tens ofthousands of sportsmen each 
fail in Montana. Without comprehensive habitat nianagernent planning that is coordinated with the 1W?,
leasing and development of crucial big game winter ranges and migration routes and valuable fish habitat 
in lakes, reservoirs and streams will have a devastating effect on the fishing and hunting opportunities in 
Montana and jeopardize more than $1 billion in sustainable economic benefits that come from fishing-
and hunting-based recreation. 
BACKGROUND 
verhead Corridor 
Both Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead River below the reservoir are classified as Class I 
Blue Ribbon trout fisheries - the highest classification afforded Montana lakes and streams - by the 
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks. Further, Clark Canyon Reservoir includes a native 
population of burbot, a Species of Concern in Montana that is addressed in the Montana Comprehensive 
Wildlife Management Strategy, approved by the 1.1.5. Fish & Wildlife Service in October 2005, The 
Beaverhead River is a Blue Ribbon Stream based on recreational and fisheries habitatvalues. Each year 
thousands of anglers visit from other nations, across the United States and within Montana to experience a 
world-class blue ribbon trout fishery. The Beaverhead River produces some of the largest trout, 
particularly broivo trout, in Montana. 

FWP biologists closely analyzed the sections and stipu]ations that have been nominated along the 
Beaverhead River. It is clear that the documents that were provided by the BLM are inadequate and the 
comment deadline too short to provide a thoughtful and detailed analysis of a resource of this magnitude. 
Moreover, the materials provided are disjointed and poorly coordinated requiring far too much time link 
location, issues and concerns, and lease stipulations. These tasks should have been completed by the 
leasing agencies prior to circulation for environmental review. Finally, depending on the type of 
development activity that could occur in the future the proposed leases most certainly represent actions 
that could substantially affect the environment on a specific localized basis. As such, an Environmental 
Analysis BA or a full Environmental Impact Statement EIS should be completed and accompany these 
proposed actions. 

Although FWP staff did participate in the Dillon Resource Management Plan development, new and 
significant information exists that is pertinent to these 35 parcels, especially since this potential scale of 
development was not recognized in the foreseeable future during the development of the Resources 
Management Plan RMP. New site-specific information that needs to be considered prior to leasing 
includes the following 

I.	 None of the lease stipulations address the potential problem of the interception of upper water 
table aquifer floviiinto Clark Canyon Reservoir, Beaverhead River, Grasshopper Creek, Little 
Sheep Creek or any of their tributaries from drilling activity. The materials also do not address 
the potential for drilling activities to intercept deeper aquifers and result in inflows ofpoor or 
unacceptable water quality. Both ofthese problems represent potential threats to fisheries 
adjacent to the proposed leases. Moreover, FWP holds In-Stream Plow Reservations in both the 
Beaverhead River and Grasshopper Creek that have not been met as minimum in-stream flows 
over the recentpast. TRCP feels the potential for drilling activity to negatively affect stream flow 
and water quality has been ignored in the current analysis. This informationrequires a more 
comprehensive review prior to leasing. 
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2.	 While many reaches of the Beaverhead Rivcr arc adjacent to the U.S. Thghway I-iS right-of-way
and adjacent to the Union Pacific Railroad easement, other reaches, and specific public Fishing
Access Sites FAS, are located at sufficient distances from these developments to provide a high
quality visual experience that could be compromised by oil and gas developments despite the 
one-half mile setback mandated by NSO 11-20. Specific FAS include Barretts, Clark Canyon
Darn, and Buftlo Bridge BOR, and Grasshopper, Pipe Organ, arid Heuneberry FWP. Leases 
MT-03-07-07; MT-03-07-08; MT-03-07-33; and MT-03-07-37 should have the added protection
ofCSU 12-4 to protect the quality of the experience. A complete analysis of these FAS is in the 
Appendix A. 

3.	 While NSO 11-20, grants a half-mile setback along the Class I Blue Ribbon fishery of the 
Beaverhead River, no such protection has been afforded the Class I Blue Ribbon fishery ofthe 
Clark Canyon Reservoir, which includes a native population ofburbot, a Species ofConcern in 
Montana. We feel that this minimum setback should also be applied to Clark Canyon Reservoir 
at mean full pool surface. TRCP does not bclicve 3109-I provides adequate sethacks. 
Moreover, TRCP has the same concerns for visual quality as it pertains to the Beaverhead River. 
Due to the abundance of campground and boat-launch facilities around the reservoir; added 
protection of CSU 12-4 should be mandated to help maintain the current quality of experience. 

4.	 CSU 12.1 provides for relatively aggressive restrictions to protect slopes greater than 30% from 
erosion and subsequently protects adjacent streams from sedimentation, but a higher standard 
should be applied on leases adjacent to highly unstable d erodible tributaries to the Beaverhead 
River. Many of these üibutaries have becn known to produce extremely high turbidities and 
sedimcnt loads into the Beaverhead River under wet climatic conditions. A perfect example of a 
proposed lease that holds great developmental potential to generate sediment from unstable soils 
is Lease 03-07-30 that parallels Grasshopper Creek along both ridges for a significant distance. 
Other unstable tributaty streams include Clark Canyon Creek, Henneberry Gulch Creel 
Gallagher Ouloh Creek, arid Bill Hill Creek. Leases holding the potential to generate soil erosion 
and sedinientations directly into these streams, include: MT-3-07-08; MT-3-07-10; MT-03-07-14; 
MT-03-07-l 9; MT-03-07..28; Mr-03-07-29; MT-03-07.30, MT-03-07-35; MT-03-07-36; MT. 
03-07-38; MT-03-07-39; l-03-07-40; and MT-03-07-41. Due to the sensitivity of the soils and 
erodible nature ofthese drainages, TRCP requests that CStJ 12-1 stnnilards be applied on all 
slopes within the specified drainages or, a similar set of standards be developed to protect the 
specified streams from increased sedimentation resulting front lease development. 

5.	 TRCP supports and appreciates the application of NSO 11-18 on leases adjacent to specified 
streams that support populations ofpure or slightly introgressed westalope cutthroat pout These 
streams, under the current review, include Little Sheep Creek, Sage Creelg and Divide Creek. No 
new genetic information is available to specify additional streams within the proposed area. 

Based entirely upon these examples of the types and extent of information that have been precluded from 
consideration and should be considered new, and significant iriforurition that needs to be considered and 
subjected to public input. TRCP protests the nomination and leasing ot’BLM parcels MT-03-07-07; MT. 
03-07-08; MT-03-09.07; lv.fI’-03-07-10; MT-03-07-1 1; MTQ3-07-12; MT-03-07-13; MT-03-07-14; MT 
03-07-15; MT03-07-16; MT-03-07-17; MT-03-07-l8; MT-03-07-19; MT-03-07-26; MT-03-07-27; MT 
03-07-28; MT-03-07-29; MT-03-07-30; MT-03-07-31; MT-03-07-32; MT-03-07-33; MT-03-07..34; MI’
03-07-35; MT-03-07-36; MT-03-07-37; MT-03-07-38; MT-03.07-39; lvfT-03-07-40; MT-03-07-41; MT 
03-07-42; MT-03-07-43; MT-03-07.44; MT-03-07-45; MT-03-07-46; and MT-03-07-47, and request 
their leasing be deferred until a comprchcnsive, Envirumnental Analysis BA, Environmental Impact
Statement EIS or other complete analysis can be made of the potential impacts to fish and wi1dlife their 
habitat and recreational uses of these parccls. 
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Reservoir amid river water quality and in-stream flows have been identitied by P1W? as essential to 
maintaining the Clark Canyon Reservoir and Beaverhead River Class 1 Blue Ribbon trout fisheries. 
This means that the reservoir amid river habitat features are vital to sustaining productionoftrophy-sized 
trout. No loss in habitat functiot is recomniended these habitats should be managed retain their 
capability to sustain populations, species or diversity over time. Class 1 trout fisheries are managed for a 
pleasing natural environment, public aooessibility to larger fish and higher wild trout numbers to support 
the high and growing public demand for Montana’s world-class, Blue Ribbon trout fishing experience. 
Therefore any loss in these kind ofreservoir and river fisheries would be very damaging to the state’s 
national fishing reputation. The predicted impacts of water quality degradation, possible intemiption or 
reduction in river flows incidental to drilling in the aquifer within Ymile of the Beaverhead River 
channel and / mile from the reservoir edge represent significant threats to the existing Class 1 blue 
Ribbon fisheries in the Beaverhead Corridor. 

For these 35 disputed parcels, rio-surfhcc-occupancy SO or other stipulations are not likely to be 
successful in the protection of essential trout habitat characteristics, in-stream flows or water quality in 
the reservoir and ritrer. Ifthe reservoir amid river trout habitat conditions cannot be sustained at the current 
high quality, the recreational values of the fisheries will be lost and anglers will permanently lose the 
world-class trophy trout fishing opportunities. BLM did not analyze its ability to protect the habitat 
function of reservoir and river trout through "no-lease" stipulations. 

USFSWhitePineRdie&ca 
The Lima Peaks Area is highly popular for mule deer and elk hunting, with high elk hunting success 
ratios more than 8 elk harvested per 10 square miles. Further, parcels 03-07-48. 03-07-24, and 03-07-25 
are immediately adjacent to inventoried roadless areas recently identified by Governor Brian Schweitzer’s 
Roadless Area Task Force. 

Significant new information reveals that big game mule deer and elk winter range in this area needs to 
be better refined. The information provided bythe BLM does not reflect crucial elk winter range in 
portions of five leases in portions of Sections 3 and 5, T14S, R9W of lease 03-07-20; all of lease 03-07
21; those portions of SectIons 11 and 15, T14S, R9Wof lease 03-07-23; all of lease 03-07-25; and 
Sections 12, 13 and 24, T14S, LUOW of lease 03-07-48. Further complicating the lease assessment is the 
fact that the Beaverhead National ForestManagement Plan has not yet been finalized. 

TRCP believes that due to the need for defining crucial winter range habitat, the need for revising andor 
completing the Beaverhead Nation Forest Plan and the proximity to identified roadless areas, an EA or 
EIS should be completed and accompany these proposed actiotis. Winter elk distribution data supporting 
the crucial nature of these leases is available from the FWP Dillon office. 

ELM has used timing stipulations and conditions-of-approval to prevent impacts from human disturbance 
on critical winter ranges since the early 1980s. BLM did not analyze the impacts that habitat 
fragmentation, loss, and other factors, both indirect and crimulative, associated with energy field 
development within their RMPs. BLM determined that leasing was suitable and any specific analysis was 
deferred to the specific project level. 

LEGAL RQUMENTS 

I. National Environmental Policy Act ‘NEPA" 
A. The BLM violated NEPAby failing to take the required "hard look" at signifleant new 
inform*tion that questions the validity of Its current RMPs. 
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NEPA requires federal agencies to take a hard look at new information or circumstances concerning the 
environmental effects of a federal action, even after an initial environmental analysis has been prepared.
Agencies must supplement the existing environmental analyses if the new circumstances "raise []
significant new information relevant to environmental concerns." Portlnd Audubon Soc’y v. Babbitt. 998 
F.2d 705, 708-7099th Cir. 2000. Specifically, an "agency must be alert to new information that may 
alter the results of its original environmental analysis, and continue to take a ‘bard look’ at the 
environmental effects of [its] planned actions," Friends of the Clesrvater v, Donibeck 222 .3d 552, 557 
9th Cir. 2000. 

NEPA’s implementing regulations further underscore an agency’s duty to be alt to andto fully analyze, 
potentially significant new information. An agency "shailprepare suppeinents to either draft or final 
environmental impact statements if. .there are signifies t new cite itistaxce or informaiorelevant to 
environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9clXii 
emphasis supplied. 

An agency must prepare a Supplemental EIS "if the new information is sufficient to show that the 
remaining action will ... ‘aect the environment’ in a significant manner or to a significant extent not 
already considcred." Marsh v. Oreaon NaturalR,esources Coumicil, 109 S.Ct. 1851, 1859 1989 internal 
citations omitted. The Council on Environmental Quality "CEQ" regulations provide that, where either 
an EIS or Supplemental EIS is required, the agency "shafl prepare a concise public record of decision" 
which "shall: a [sitate what the decision was[], b [identify all alternatives considered by the agency in 
reaching its decision, specifying the alternative or alternatives which were considered to be 
environmentally preferable," and c "[s]tate whether all practicable means to avoid or minimize 
envfrofllnental harm from the alternative selected have been adopted and, ifnot, why theywere not" .40 
C.F.R. § 1505.2. 

CEQ NEPA guidance.statcs that ‘if theproposal has not yet been implemented, ELSe that are more than 5 
years old should be carefully reexamined to deternilne if [new circumstances or inforniation compel 
preparation of an EIS supplement." See, 46 Fed. Rag. 18026 1981Qucstion 32. 

This requireincnt is supported by BLM Instruction Memoranda "IM". According to a 2000 1M from the 
Washington Office: "We are concerned about the maturity of sonic of our NEPA documents. In 
completing your [Determination of NEPA Adequacy or DNA], keep in mind that the projected impacts in 
the NEPA document for given activities maybe understated in terms of the interest shown today for any 
given use. You need to take a "hard look" at the adequacy of the NEPA documentation." 

IM No. 2000-034 expired September 30, 2001. In a subsequent IM, the Washington Office instructed 
field offices as follows: if you determine you can properly rely on existing NEPA documents, you must 
establish an adminisiratwe record that documents clearivihat you took a hard loo’ at whpther new 
circumstances, new information, or environmental impacts not previousinalvzed gr anticinated warrant 
new analysis or supplementation of existing NIPA documen. . .The agepf the documents reviewed may 
indicate that infmmation or circumstances have cianaed significantly. 

IM No. 2001-062 emphasIs supplied expired September 30, 2002. When considering whether BLM 
has taken a hard look at the environmental consequences that would result from a proposed action, the 
Interior Board of Land Appeals will be guided by the "rule of reason." 1es Ranch. 151 IBLA 353, 
358 2000. "The query is whether the [BLM’s DNA] contains a ‘reasonably thorough discussIon of the 
significant aspects ofthe probable environmental consequences’ of the proposed action. Southwest Center 
for Biolcaical Diversity. 154 1BLA 231,236 2001 quoting California v. Bloc1. 690 F.2d 753,761 9th 
Cir. 1982 emphasis supplied. See afro, Friends of the Bow vThompson. 124 F.3d 1210, 1213 10th 
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Cii.i 997 to comply with NEPA’s "hard look" requirement an agency must adequately identify an 
evaluate, environmental concerns emphasis supplied. 

BLM failed to take a hard look at new information and new circunistances that have come to light since 
the ELM’s original boundaries for mule deer crucial winter range. More specifically, FWP has updated
and new information on crucial mule deer and known elk winter ranges and mule deer and elk migration 
routes in the USFS VThite Pine Ridge Area, on wild trout habitat characteristics in both Clark Canyon 
Reservoir and the Beaverhead River, and on active sage grouse leks and associated habitat in Carter 
County. Recent updates to the seasonal boundaries and migration routes for mule deer were completed in 
2006, after most of the RMPs were completed or revised. The DNM prepared for the leasing action 
inadequately address the significant impacts of mineral development on the crucial mule deer and known 
elk winter ranges and migration routes, on wild trout habitat characteristics in both Clark Canyon 
Reservoir and the Beaverbead River, and on active sage grouse leks and associated habitat in Carter 
County. For this reason, ELM’s approval ofthe disputed lease parcels is arbitrary, capricious, contrary to 
law, and an abuse of discretion. 

1. Crucial Winter Ranges and Migration Routes 
All or parts ofparcels MT-03-07-20; MT-03-07-21; MT-03-07-22; MT-03-07-22; MT-03-07-23; MT-03.. 
07-24; MT-03-07-25; and MT-03-07-48 in the USFS White Pine Ridge Area and provide critical habitat 
for mule deer, and are conidcred vital by the FWP for the survival and sustainability ofmule deer 
populations. BLM found these habitats to be important enough to identify them in some existing RMPs 
in neighboring Wyoming andprovided theuse of timing stipulation to prevent unwanted impacts. 

In a neighboring state, BLM through its Memorandum of Understandingwith the Wyoming Department 
of Gamà & Fish WGF, agreed to consider the information provided by WOF on a regular basis to 
update the boundaries andother special features and habitats for big game, including mule deer. This 
information has not been analyzed in existing NEPA documents, particulirly with thc subsequent 
development that leasing causes. Therefore, this important mule deer documentation constitutes 
significant new information, triggering additional requirements before leasing can proceed. 

Note, BLM has funded and served as advisors on specific research in Wyoming Sublette Mule Deer 
Study to evaluate impacts on mule deer from development in winter range. The most recent findings, 
including published literature, reported finding significant impacts to mule deer use of winter range, with 
27% being attributed to energy development. This, too, proves that there is significant new information 
concerning impacts to crucial mule deer winter range andmigration routes sufficient to trigger 
supplemental NEPA analysis. 

It is also consistent with other actions takenby BLM fIeld offices in other states. For example, the 
Glenwood Springs Field Office in Colorado on January 10,2002, stated that BLM will "hold in abeyance 
any leasing decisions until we are able to do a complete and throughjob" evaluating a submission of 
significant new inforrnatin for the Grand Hogbaok Citizens Wilderness Proposal because "[t]hesc values 
are not adequately addressed in current plans or NEPA..." 

The majority of current RMPs do not address the impacts of mineral leasing and development on crucial 
mule deer winter ranges and migration routes. The information provided by mule deer research in 
Sublette County, Wyoming. paints a "seriously differentpicture of the llIcly environmental consequences 
of the proposed action" that has never been discussed in an environmental assessment or impact 
statement. $tatcLof Wisconsin v. Weinbergcr. 745 F.2d 4127th Cit. 1984; accowl, ssex county 
preservation Ars’n v. Camobell. 536 F.2d 956 1st Cir. 1976 where the óourt held that a Governor’s 
moratorium on the construction of new highways was significant new information that required 
preparation of a supplemental EIS. For this reason, the agcncy’s decision to lease parcels that could 
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significantly impact crucial mule deer winter range and migration routes in the absence of an 
environmental assessment that addresses the impacts of leasing for oil and gas development and 
demonstrably complies with the requirements ofNEPA is arbitniry, capricious, contrary to law% and an 
abuse of discretion, 

2, Roads and Elk Habitat, Vulnerability and Sednrt 
The impacts ofroad construction and motor vehicle activity on elk habita elk population distribution, 
and hunter success are well known from more than 30 years of field studies conducted in western states 
by state fish and wildlife agencies, the USDA Forest Sorvice, and universities. The following bulieted 
statements are followed by numerical references to studies listed in Appendix B. 

1.	 Results from the Montana Elk Logging Study, 1975-1985, show that roads reduce big game use 
of adjacent habitat from the road edge to over 0.5 mile away. .7 

2.	 Logging and road-building activity along major migration routes change the winter distribution of 
elk 2 

.3.	 Elk in Montana avoid habitat adjacent to open forest roads, and road construction creates
 
cumulative habitat loss that increases impacts to elk as road densities increase. 3
 

4.	 Roads are a major contributor to habitat fragmentation by dividing large landscapes into smaller 
patches and converting interior habitat into edge habitat. With increased habitat fragmentation 
across large areas, the populations of some species become isolated, increasing the risk of local 
extirpations or extinctions. 4 

5.	 National forest backoountry areas accessible only by trail act as a barrier against noxious invasive 
plant and provide vital habitat and migration routes formany wildlife species, and are particularly 
important lbr those like elk] requiring large borne ranges. 5 

6.	 When many elk herds were located in inaccessible areas and elk harvests were below their 
potential in most states, construction of new roads was viewed as a positive contribution to more 
intensive elk management. Now, however, timber harvest is greater on previously unroaded 
national forests, and the network of roads is a major wildlife management problem. 6 

7.	 A west central Idaho study shows elk occw in greater densities in roadless area compared to 
roaded areas, and hunter success is higher in roadless areas compared to roaded areas. 7 

8.	 In another study, an expanding network of logging roads made elk more vulnerable to hunters and 
harassment, and higher road densities caused a reduction in the length and quality ofthe hunting 
season, loss ofhabitat, over harvest, and population decline. 8 

9.	 Logging roads make nearby elk herds more vulnerable to human interference year-round, not just 
during hunting season. 9 

10. Poor elk security can result in re-distribution of elk from public lands to private lands during the 
hunting season, where the average hunter has no access or permission to hunt. 

11. One result of road construction is the decreased capacity of the habitat to support elk from 
decreased habitat effectiveness. In highly-roaded areas In Montana, only 5% of hull elk live to 
maturity. Road closures extend the number of mature bulls to 16% and extend their longevity to 
7.5 years. 10 
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12. Deer and elk in Colorado avoid roads, particularly areas within 200 meters of a road. 11 

13. Travel restrictions on roads appear to increase the capability of the area to hold elk in Montana. 
12 

14. Road closures allow elk to remain longer in preferred areas. 13 

15. Road closures in the Tres Piedras area in New Mexico during big game season are generally
accepted by the public and result in increased elk harvest. 14 

16. Increased hunter success was found in unroaded areas 25% and reduced open-road density areas 
24%thanroadedareaslS%. 15 

17.	 Elk run away when ATVs passed within 2,000 yards but tolerate hikers within 500 feet, and then 
only walk away when hikers get closer. 76 

18. Road-related variables have been implicated as increasing elk vulnerability in virtually every 
study in which the influence of roads has been examined. Bull elk vulnerability is highest in 
areas with open roads, reduced in areas with closed roads, and lowest in roadless areas. 17 

13. The BLM violated NZPA by falling to conduct site-specific pre-leasing analysis of mineral-
development Impacts on the special public lands In the disputed parcels 
The BLM must analyze the impacts of subsequent development prior to leasing. The BLM has not 
analyzed Protesters’ documentation of special surface values that will be permanently compromised by 
ibture development. Therefore, the I3LM cannot defer all site-specific analysis to later stages such as 
submission ofApplications forPermit to Drill "APDs" or proposals for full-field dcvelopnicnt. Just as 
it is futile to try and put Humpty-Dumpy back together again, law and common sense require the agencies 
to analyze the impacts to crucial mole deer winter range and migration routes areas before issuing leases. 
Because stipulations and other conditions affect the nature and value of development rights conveyed by 
the lease, it is only fair that potential bidders are Informed of all applicable lease restrictions before the 
lease sale. 

An oil and gas lease conveys "the right to use so much of the leased lands as is necessary to explore for, 
drill for; mine, extract, remove and dispose of all the leased resource in a leasehold." 43 C.F.R. §3101.1
2. This right is qualified only by "[s]tipulations attached to the lease; restrictions deriving from specific, 
nondiscretionary statutes; andsuch reasonable measures as may be required by the authorized officer to 
minimize adverse impacts to other resource values, land uses or users not addressed in the lease 
stipulations at the time operations are proposecL"43 C.F.R. § 3101.1-2. 

Unless drilling would violate an existing lease stipulation or a specific nondiscretionary legal 
requirement, the BLM argues lease development must be permitted subject only to limited discretionary 
measures imposed by the surface-managing agency. However; moving a proposed wellpad or access road 
a few hundred feet generally will fall short of conserving mule deer habitat and other special habitats. 

Accordingly, the appropriate time to analyze the need for protecting site-specific resource values is before 
a [ease is granted. Stra Club v. Peterson established the requirement that a land management agency 
undertake appropriate environmental analysis prior to the issuance of mineral leases, and not forgo its 
ability to give due consideration to the "no action altcniativc," 717 P.24 1409 D.C. Cir. 1983. This case 
challenged the decision of the Forest Service "FS’ and BLM to issue oil and gas leases on lands within 
the Targhee and Bridger-Teton National Forests of Idaho and Wyoming without preparing an EIS. The 
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FS had conducted a programmatic NEPA analysis, then recommended granting the lease applications
with various stipulations based upon broad characterizations as to whether the subject lands were 
considered environmentally sensitive. Because the PS determined that issuing leases subject to the 
recommended stipulations would not result in significant adverse inipacts to the environment, it decided 
that no EIS was required at the leasing stage of the proposed development Id. at 1410. The court held that 
the FS decision violated NEPA: 

Even assuming, arguendo, that all lease stipulations are fully enforceable; once the land is leased the 
Department no longerhas the authority to preclude surface disturbing activities even if the environmental 
impact of such activity is significant The Department can only impose mitigation" measures upon a 
lessee... Thus, with respct to the fleases allowim surface occupanovi the decision to allow surface 
disturbing activities has beeiimade at the leasing stage anl. under NEPA. this is the noint at which th 
nvironmental impacts of such activitiesnmst be evaluated. 

Id. at 1414 emphasis added. The appropriate time for preparing an EIS is prior to a decision "when the 
decision-makcr retains a maximum range of options" prior to an action which constitutes an "irreversible 
and inetrievable commitments ofresourcesf.]" Id. citing Mobil Oilp. v. F.T.C., 562 F.2d 170, 173 
2nd Cir. 1977; see aLso ynming Outdoor Council. 156 IBLA 347, 357 2002 rev’d on other groundc 
by Pennaco Energy.Inc. US e&tof1nterjjg, 266 F.Supp.2d 1323 D. Wyo. 2003. 

The court in Sierra Cluspeciflcally rejected the contention that leasing is a mere paper transaction not 
requiring NEPA compliance. Rather, it concluded that where the agency could not completely preclude 
all surface disturbances through the issuance of NSO leases, the "critical time" before which NEPA 
analysis must occur is "the point of leasing." 717 F.2d at 1414. This is precisely the situation far disputed 
crucial mule deer parcels. 

In the present case, the BLM is attempting to defet environmental review without retaining the authority 
to preclude surface disturbances. None of the environmental documents previously prepared by BLM 
examine the site-specific or cumulative impacts of mineral leasing and development to the crucial mule 
deer winter ranges and migration routes. The agency has not analyzed the new information, nor has it 
assessed what stipulations, other than timing restrictions, might protect special surface values. This 
violates federal law by approving leasing absent environmental analysis as to whether NSO stipulations 
should be attached to the crucIal mule deer winter ranges andmigration routes lands. 

Federal law requires performing NEPA analysis before leasing, because 1asing limits the range of 
alternatives and constitutes an irretrievable commitment ofresources. Deferring site-specific NEPA to 
the APD stage is too late to preclude development or disallow surface disturbances of imporlant mule 
deer habitat. 

C. The BLM violated NEPA by falling to consider NSO and No-Leasing Alternatives 
The requirement that agencies consider alternatives to a proposed action further reintorces the conclusion 
that an agency must not prejudge whether it will take a certain ooursó of action prior to completing the 
NEPA process. 42 U.S.C. §4332C. CEQ rgu1ations implementing NEPA and the courts make clear 
that the discussion of alternatives is "the heart" of the NEPA process. 40 C.F..R. § 1502.14. Environmental 
analysis must "[rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonabil alternatives." 40 C.P.R.. 
§1502.14a. Objective evaluation isno longer possible after agency officials have bound themselves to a 
particular outcome such as surface oocpatiouwithin these sensitive areas by falling to conduct 
adequate analysis before foreclosing alternatives that would protect the environment i.e. no leasing or 
NSO stipulations. 
When lands with special charanteristics, such as wilderness, arc proposed far leasing, the IBLA has held 
that. "to comply with NEPA, the Department must either prepare an EIS prior La leasing or retain the 
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authority to preclude surface disturbing activities until an appropriate environmental analysis is 
completed." Sierra Club. 79 IBLA at 246. Therefore, formal NEPA analysis is required unless the BLM 
imposes non-waivable NSO stipulations. TRCP believes crucial wintS, ranges and migration routes are 
as special as wilderness and therefore require NEPA analysis before leasing. 

Here, the BLM has not analyzed alternatives to the full approval ofthe leasing nominations for the parcels
that contain or are within ¼ mile of crucial mule deer winter range and migration routes, such as NSO and 
no-leasing alternatives. 42 U.S.C. § 43322Ciii. Federal agencies must, to the thilest extent possible, 
use the NEPA process to identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that will 
avoid or minimize adverse effects of these actions upon the quality of the human environment. 40 C.F.R. 
§ 1500.2e. "For all alternatives which were eliminated from derailed study," the agencies must "briefly
discuss the reasons for theIr having been eliminated." 40 C.F.R. § 1501 14a. 

Further, ELM has not analyzed alternatives to the full approval of the leasing nominations for the parcels 
that contain or are within ‘A mile oflcnown elk winter range and migration routes in the USFS White Pine 
Ridge Area, such as NSO and no-leasing alternativet Finally, BLM has rot considered or analyzed 
alternatives to the full approval of the leasing nominations for the pareeli with a 1.4-mile buffer on either 
side of the Beaverhead River or within Va mile ofClark Canyon Reservoir that will degrade the water 
quality and fish habitat characteristics ofboth the reservoir and the river with corresponding losses in 
public enjoyment of worldclass Blue Ribbon trout fisheries. 

Wyoming Outdoor CouncQheld that the challenged oil and gas leases were void because .BLM did not 
consider reasonable alternatives prior to leasing, including whether specific parcels should be leased, 
appropriate lease stipulations, and NSO stipulations. The Board ruled thit the leasing "document’s failure 
to consider reasonable alternatives relevant to a .pre-leasing environmental analysis fatally impairs its 
ability to stve as the requisite pre-leasing NEPA document for these parcels." 156 IBLA at 359 rev ‘don 
othergrounds byPennaco. 266 P.Supp.2d 1323 D.Wyo., 2003 holding that when conmbinedNEPA 
documents analyze the specific impacts ofa project and provide alternatives, they satisfy NEPA. The 
reasonable alternatives requirement applies to the preparation of an EA yen if an EIS is ultimately 
unnecessary. See owder River Basin Resource Council, 120 IBLA 47,551991; Bob Marshaj 
Alliance v.Hodet 852 F.2d 1223, 1228-299th Cir. 1988, cert. denied, 489 US 1066 1989. Therefore, 
the BLM must analyze reasonable alternatives under NEPA prior to leasing. 

Here, lease stipulations must be designed to protect the important mule deer and elk habitats and 
migration routes in Montana. The agency, at a minimum, must perform an alternatives analysis to 
determine whether or not leasing is appropriate for these parcels given th significant resources to be 
affected and/or analyze whether or not NSO restrictions are appropriate. lit this case, Protestor believes 
that the proposed lease sale parcels cannot lawfhily proceed unless NSO tipulations are added for all 
parcels within these sensitive areas. Thus, ELM’s tbilure to perform an alternatives analysis to determine 
the appropriateness of such restrictions in advance of leasing is arbiwary, capricious, and an abuse of 
discretion. 

B. Federal Lands Policy and Management Act C’FLPMA" 

£ The leasing decision violated FLPMA’s requirement to preve$ undue or unnecessary 
degradation of mule deer crucial winter ranges, known elk wlnte$ ranges, mule deer and elk 
migration routes, wild trout habitat characteristics in beth Clark canyon Reservoir and the 
BeaverheadRiver, and active sage grouse leks and associated habjtat

9n managing the public lands the [Secretary of Interior] shall, by regulatiOn or otherwIse, take any action 
necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands." 43 US.CJ 1732b. In the context 
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ofFLPMA, by using the imperative language "shall", "Congress Cleaves] the Secretary no discretion" in 
how to administer the Act. NRDC vJarnisor. 815 P.Supp. 454,468 D.D.C. 1992. 

The BLM1s duty to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation "JL]D" under FL?MA is mandatory, and 
BLM must, at a mmiinun,, demonstrate compliance with the IJUD standard. See Sierra Chth v. Hode,
848 F.2d 1068 10th Cfr. 1988 the UUD standards provides the "law to apply" and "imposes a dcflnite 
standard on the BLM.’. In this case involving proposed leasing of the protested parcels, the agency is 
required to demonstrate compliance with the JUD standard. by showing that Aiture impacts from 
development will be mitigated and thus avoid undue or unnecessary degradation of mule deer crucial 
winter ranges, known elk winter range7 mule deer and elk migration routes, wild trout habitat 
charactcristics in both Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead River, and active sage grouse leks and 
associated habitat. See e.g., Kendall’s Concerned Area Residents, 129 IBLA 130, 138 "Ifunnecessary or 
undue degradation cannot be prevented by mitigation measures, ELM is required toy approval ofthe 
plan.". 

BLM’s obligation prevents UUD of the mule deer and elk winter ranges and migration routes are not 
"discretionary." "T]he court finds that in enacting FLPMA, Congress’s intent was clear: Intor is 
prcyent. not onlyunnecsary dexadation. but also degradation that. while necessary.. is undue or 
excessive." Mineral Policy Center v.Norton. 292 F.Supp. 2d 30,43 DAC., 2003 emphasis supplied. 
"FLPMA, by its p1in terms, vests the Secretary of the Interior with the authority-andindeed the 
obligation-to disapprove of an otherwise permissible.. operatIon bccaue the operation though 
necessary.. .would unduly harm or degrade the public land," Id. at 40 emphasis supplied. In the case at 
hand, BLM has a statutory obligation to demonstrate that leasing in or adjacent to crucial mule deer and 
Icuown elk, winter ranges, mule deer and elk migration routes, wild trout habitat characteristics in both 
Clark Canyon Reservoir and the Beaverhead River, and active sage grouse leks and associated habitat will 
not result in UUD. 

Specifically, BLM imist demonstrate that leasing will not result in fUture mineral development that causes 
UI.] by irreparably damaging the habitat function of.cnicml mule deer winter ranges and migration 
routes that could lead to population decline. Further, the agency is required to xnsnagc the public’s 
resources "without permanent impairment of the productivity of the land ‘ind the quality of the 
environment..." 43 U.S.C. § 1702c. See also; Mineral Policy Center v. ortori, 292 I.Supp. 2d at 49. 

Existing analysis has not satisfIed the BLM’s obligation to comply with the UUD standard and prevent 
permanent impalflneflt of the function of crucial winter ranges and migration routes of these public lands. 
Proceeding with leasing would be arbitrary, capricious, and an abuseofdiscretion. 

UI. The MineralLeasing Act gives the ELM discretion over whether to lease the disputed parcels 
BLM baa broad discretion in leasing federal lands. The Mineral Leasing Act "MLA’ providcs that 
"[a]1l lands subject to disposition under this chapter which are known or believed to contain oil or gas 
deposits may be leased by the Secretary." 30 U.S.C. 226a. In 1931 the Supreme Court found that the 
MLA "goes no further than to empower the Secretary to lease lands with oil and gas potential] which, 
oxercising a reasonable discretion, he may think would promote the public welfare." T.LS.exre] 
McLennan v.Wilbur. 2S3 U.S. 414,4191931. A later Supreme Court decision stated that the }{LA 
"left the Secretary discretion to refuse to issue any lease at all on a given t’act." IJdall v.Tallnp. 85 
S.Ct. 792, 795 1965 rel*. den. 85 S.Ct. 1325. Thus, the BLM has discretionary authority to approve or 
disapprove mineral leasing ofpublic lands. 

When a leasing application is submitted and before the aotual lease sale, no tight baa vested for the 
applicant or potential bidders and BLM retains the authority not to lcas& 
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"The filing of an application which has been accepted does not give anyright to lease, or generate a legal
interest which reduces or restricts the discretion vested in the Secretary whether or not to issue leases for
the lands involved." Dueafpg v. JdalL 350 K2d 748, 750-51 D.C. Cir 1965, cert. dezi. 383 U.S. 912 
1966. See also Bob Mashal1 Alliance v.Edel. 852 F.2d 1223, l23O 9th Cit. 1988 "[Rjetbsing to 
issue [certain petroleum] leases ... would constitute a legitimate exercise of the discretion granted to the 
Secretary ofthe Interior"; McDonald v.Clark. 771 F.2d 460,463 10th Cit. 1985 "While the IMLA]
gives the Secretary the authority to lea*c government lands under oil and gas leases, this power is 
discretionary rather than mandatory"; Bzalin v. Morton. 527 F.2d 4B6 4889thCit. 1975 "rr]he
Secretary has discretion to refuse to issue any lease at all on a given tract"; Pease ‘c JalL 332 F2d 62 
C.A. Alaska Secretary ofInterior has discretion to refuse to makc any oil and s leases ofland;
Qeosech. . ‘v. Andrus. 508 F. Supp. 839 D.C. Wyo. 1981 leasing of land under MLA is left to 
discretion of the Secretary of Interior. Similarly, IBLA decisions consitently recognize that ELM has 
"plenary authority over oil and gas leasing" and broad discretion with repect to decisions to lease, See 
Pproc Oil Corn..etal., 84 IBLA 36, 39, GFS O&G 8 1985. and cases cited therein 

Withdrawing the protested parcels from the lease sale until proper pre-leasing analysis has been 
performed is a proper exercise of BLM’s discretion under the MLA. BLM has no legal obligation to 
lease the disputed parcels and is required to withdraw them until the agencies have complied with 
applicable law. 
CONCLUSION 
Eor the reasons stated above, the protested varcels in the Beaverhead Cozridor and the USFS White Pine 
Ridge Area are inappropriate for mineral leasing and development. Existing pre-leasing analysis does not 
comply with NEPA, FLPMA or other applicable law. New information On crucial mule and known elk 
winter ranges and migration routes in the USFS White Pine Ridge Are, oti trophy trout habitat 
characteristics, angler use and angling economic value in the BeaverheadCorridor, and on the location, 
condition and uae of active sage grouse leks arid associated habitat in Carter baa not been incorporated 
into BLM’s evaluation of the proposed lease sale parcels. As a result, BT1M’s current RMPs arc non 
existent in the areas ofsome proposed parcels, or, where RMPs are in place, reflect inadequate 
management of fish and wildlife habitat and associated public hunting and fishing use of those parcels. 
The lack of sc ofnew information and the inadequacy ofpresent land andwater management sious1y 
jeopardizes the annual contribution exceeding $1 billion hunting and fishing make to Montana’s 
econonly. 

The leasing of parcels containing or near active sage grouse leks in Carter County should be deferred until 
the federal status of the sage grouse is determined, until range-wide popul*tions of sage grouse have 
increased to the degree that the species is no longer considered sensitive, arid the potential for federal 
listing is not in question. In addition, at any time in the future when leasing might occur, all areas within 
a 3-mile radius of an active sage grouse bk should carry a no-surface-oocttpancy NSO stipulation 
without seasonal considerations, until additional research better defines poential impacts. Montana 
citizens have raised substantial concerns about surface impacts to fish andwildlife resources andhunting 
and fishing opportunities, and the need for exclusions ofparcels from leasing andNSO restrictions for 
parcels that can accommodate drilling but not surface occupancy of structUres, equipment, vehicles or 
workers. The Protester respectfully requests that thc State DIrector wIthdeaw these disputed parcels from 
the March 27, 2007, competitive lease sale. In the event that the BLM proceeds to offer these parcels, all 
prospective bidders should be informed of the pending protest. 

While the presentation in this current protest document appears critical ofLM, TRCP’s intent is solely 
to works towards conservation of important fish and wildlife values and a$ociated public hunting and 
fishing recreation while rnincrals are being extracted for the public good.. In our view, there needs to be a 
new strategy to conserve fish and wildlife habitat arid associated hunting and fishing recreation while 
minerals are being extracted from public lands andNational Forest System 1nds. The current strategy 
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employed by BLM in Wyomm Colorado and Utah has and is resultiig in enormous losses in fish and 
wildlife resource values that hunters and anglers believe are often avoidable with a new approach to 
public lands management. TRCP stands ready to assist BLM in devismg a neei public lands conservation 
strategy that fits with a sound mineral extraction program but we see the current fast pace of leasing as 
preverring a more reasoned and less destructive nianagetnent approach 

Respectfuly submitted, 

William H. Ocer 
Policy Initiatives Manager 
Theodore oosevelt Conservation Partnership 
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Appendix A 

!WP Land Transactions Which Occur In the Same Township, Range. and Section As Identified In the 
ELM March 2007 ProposedLeases Document: 

Township 08 SOUIIIRange 09 West 
Corrals FAS BLM LeaselD 03-07-07 Easement - In 3370.2EOl TOSS P.09W 19 
Corrals FAS BLM Lease!] 03-0708 Easement - In 3370.2201 TOSS P.09W 30 

Ts 09 South Re 1QWe 
Henneberry FAA ELM Lease!] 03-07-35 Feetitle 3243.101 TO9S P.10W 10 
Pipe Organ FAS ELM Lease!] 03-07-35 Lease - In 3374.2LOl TO9S P.10W 11 
Henneberry FAA ELM LeaselD 03-07-36 Feetitle 3243.101 ‘tO9S RIOW 15 
Henneberry FAA ELM Lease!] 03-07-36 Easement - Iii 3243 E02 109S R1OW 13 
Henneberry FAA BLM LeaseD 03-07-36 Row - Easement - Ot 3243.6B0l TO9S P.10W 15 
Henneberry FAA ELM Lease!] 03-07-37 Feetitle 3243.10111095 RIOW 21 
Henneberry FAA BL.M LeaselD 03-07-37 Disposal 3243.501 Th9S RIOW 22 
ifenneberry FAA BLM Lease!] 03-07-37 R.ow - Easement - Oit 3243.6A01 TO9S P.10W 21 
Hennebeny FAA BLM teasel] 03-07-37 Feetitle 3243.101 T9S P.10W 22 
Henneberry FAA ELM Lease!! 03-07-37 Disposal 3243.501 T09S R1OW 22 
High Bridge FAS BLM LeaselD 03-07-40 Feetitle 3445.101 T09S P.10W 33 
Low BridgeFAS BLM LeaselD 03-07-40 Miscellaneous 3273.801 TO9S P.10W 33 

Comparison of Property Legal Description of FWP Parcels & ELM Mineral Leases: 

3370.2E0l TO8S P.09W 19
 
A Tract of land in the SW1/4SE1/4
 
ELM Lease!] 03-07-07 TO8S RO9W 19
 
Lots 1,2,3,4,NW¼NE¼,EV2W
 

3370.2E01 TO8S P.09W 30
 
Portion of the NEI/4NW1/4 & NWI/4NE114
 
ELM LeasøD 03-07-08 TO8S P.09W 30
 
Lot 4, SEV4NE V4. SEY4SW’A, N4SE¼, SE¼SE’4
 

3243.101 TO9S P.10W 10
 
SW1/4, NW1/4SE1/4, & Portion of SW1/4SEI/4
 
ELM Lease!] 03-07-35 TO9S P.10W 10
 
Lotsl,2,3,4
 

3374.2L01 T095R.1OW 11 
Tract m NW1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4’NW1/4
 
ELM LeaselD 03-07-35 TO9S P.10W 11
 
Lots 2. 7, 8
 

3243.101 TO9S R1OW 15
 
Nl/2NW114, SWI/4NWI/4 & N1/2NW1/4SW1/4
 
ELM Lease]] 03-07-36 TO9S RIOW 15
 
SE’/4SE’h
 

3243 .2E0l TO9S P.20W 15 
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Portion of the NWI/4NEI/4, N1/2SW1/4NE1/4 
ELM Lease]] 03-07-36 TO9S RIOW 15 
SEV4SEV4 

32416B0I TO9S R1OW 15 
30’ RiW Easement for Road and 50’ Easement for Bridge acrosS the NII2NW1/4.
ELM LeaseD 03-07-36 TO9S P.10W 15 
SEV4SE’A 
3243.1O1TO9S P.10W 21 
Sl/2NWI/4, W1/2NEI/4 & Portion OF E1/2NE114, 1/2 Interest in N1/2NWI/4 
ELM LeaselD 03-07-37 TO9S P.10W 21 
NV2SE’/4 

3243.501 TO9S P.10W 21 
Tract IN S1/2NE1/4 AND NEI/4NE1/4 
BLM LeaseD 03-07-37 TO9S P.10W 21 NV2SEV4 

3243.6A0l TO9S R1OW 21 
A strip of land 20 feet in width located in NE 1/4 
BLM teasel] 03-07-37 T095 P.10W 21 
NVaSE4 

3243.101 TO9S P.10W 22 
Portion of NW1/4NWI/4 Lying N & W OF U.S. iighway 15 
BLM LeaselD 03-07-37 TO9S P.10W 22 
NEV, S V2NW¼. S’AWV2 

3243.501TO9SR1OW22 
Portion in NW1/4NW1/4 
ELM Lease!] 03-07-37 TOOS P.10W 22 
NE¼, S’/2NW¼, SVsW 

3445.101 TO9S P.10W 33 
Portion ofNW1I4 
ELM Lease]] 03-07-40 TOPS P.10W 33 
NEV4, EV2NWV4, V3SE¼, SE V4SE V4 
3273,801 TO9S P.10W 33 
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